
Project suggestions (2015)  

1. GPU/cluster HPC:  

With Moore’s law reaching its demise, the only way higher performance applications can be 

realized is to use clever algorithms on SPMD processors like GPU’s. Have a look at an OS for 

GPU’s: e.g., GPUfs. Use it to do more efficient cuda development. We have a small GPU cluster 

and there is always the possibility of access to EC2 like resources.  

a. We want to look at new scalable and modular programming abstractions such as 

‘programming skeletons’ which encompass Map-Reduce (functional parallelism) and 

systolic as opposed to the plain old object/procedural approaches. 

b. If you are looking at specific tasks, have a look at SVM or graph algorithms 

parallelization   

 

2. Opportunistic Networks: 

Opp. Networks exhibit social connectivity properties. This property can be exploited for efficient 

routing and replication. 

a. Extend the work done on NS2/3 simulator to improve the mobility model to exhibit a 

small world (‘betweenness centrality’ measure) property and do efficient power aware 

replication on opp. Nets based on a gossip algorithm. This could be used as a substrate for IoT 

pub/sub.  

 

3. Homomorphic encryption:  

Low overhead fully homomorphic encryption even under ideal conditions is not practically 

realizable as a mechanism for cloud security. It is observed that floating point accuracy drops as 

the number of operations are increased.  

a. Extend a piece of work done for nosql type databases. Investigate the accuracy problem. 

b. To achieve secure multiparty computation (SMC), HE can be used: What happens if 

Byzantine type failures occur? Can partially HE be realized? Up to what point? 

c. Verifiable remote computation (with plain or SMC) is a problem that remains to be 

solved: can we use zero knowledge interactive proofs? 

 

4. Pub/sub: 

a. A centralized implementation of a massively scalable top-k streaming pub/sub has been 

done. This work can be extended in many directions. 

b. As far as distributed shared persistent spaces are concerned read/write replica 

management with inherent small world property is required to be studied 

 

5. Combinatorial optimization: 

Nature inspired heuristics abound for solving such problems. But are they that distinct? Also, 

there are weaknesses such as getting stuck at local optima and the inability to bridge quick 

convergence with quality of solution. 

a. Look at how game theory can be used to derive a ‘new’ kind of optimization heuristic. 

b. Can a cellular automaton be engineered as an optimizer? 

c. Try out TSP variations: directed graphs, other conditional optimisations, extremely large 

graphs 



d. Typical applications: past work on elevator positioning in high rise buildings done jointly 

optimizing for delay and energy efficiency; Can a similar line of thinking be used for the 

taxi allocation problem (e.g; Uber?) 


